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The reactions of Fe+ and Co+ with CS2 and COS are studied using guided-ion beam mass spectrometry.
Dominant products in all four systems are MS+ and MCX+ (X ) S, O). Cross sections for forming FeCS+

and CoCS+ in the CS2 systems exhibit two endothermic features, which are assigned to the formation of
different structural isomers. From the thresholds associated with forming CoS+ and CoCS+, we determine
D0(Co+-S) ) 2.95 ( 0.09 eV andD0(Co+-CS) ) 2.68 ( 0.34 eV. These values are compared with
D0(Fe+-S) ) 3.08( 0.04 eV andD0(Fe+-CS)) 2.40( 0.12 eV determined previously, and the differences
are discussed in some detail. The results for both metal ions reacting with CXS (X) S, O) suggest that the
initial step is predominantly insertion of the metal ion into the C-S bond, with activation of the stronger
C-O bond being less likely. Comparison of the energy-dependent cross sections indicates that both the CS2

and COS systems show kinetic restrictions for Fe+, which do not occur with Co+. This difference can be
attributed to changes of spin multiplicities in the various reactions, processes that are discussed in detail.

Introduction

Transition-metal sulfides are important components of various
biological and industrial chemical processes. Vanadium, iron,
nickel, copper, zinc, molybdenum, and tungsten are known to
have sulfur coordination in many of the biological systems
where they appear.1-6 In industrial applications, transition-metal
sulfides are used in a wide range of disciplines, including
lubrication, energy storage, and catalysis.1 For instance, a
supported molybdenum/cobalt catalyst (where cobalt is believed
to be the active site) is the most commonly used catalyst for
hydrodesulfurization.7 However, fundamental studies of the
basic properties of transition metal sulfides, such as bond
energies, have been slow to develop.

The present work is part of an ongoing collaborative project
to systematically examine the reactions of transition-metal ions
with the sulfur-transfer reagents CS2 and COS. A particular
interest in this work is to provide an accurate compilation of
metal-sulfide bond energies. Previous work8 has established the
thermochemistry of scandium,9 titanium,9 vanadium,10,11 chro-
mium,12 manganese,12 and iron13 sulfide cations. In these studies,
we have observed reaction cross sections having unusual kinetic-
energy dependences, which we attributed to competitive spin-
allowed and spin-forbidden pathways in product formation. Such
electronic-state effects, which appear to be common in transi-
tion-metal sulfur systems,8,14 may be partially responsible for
their chemical utility and versatility. In our previous work with
iron,13 results for guided ion beam results were reported for
reaction of Fe+ with CS2, but the emphasis was strictly on the
threshold behavior to determine the Fe+-S and Fe+-CS bond
energies. Also ion cyclotron resonance (ICR) mass spectrometry
results for the Fe+ + COS reaction were reported and used to

refine the thermochemistry for FeS+, but no guided ion beam
results on this system were included. The thermochemical results
from previous work13 are included in Table 1 along with
complementary literature thermochemistry. Here, we extend
these studies to the reactions of cobalt cations and examine the
iron systems in more detail. Co+-S and Co+-CS bond energies
are derived and carefully compared to the corresponding data
for iron. Further, the mechanisms for these reactions are explored
in some detail. Related literature studies include IR spectroscopy
on matrix isolated Co+(CS2) and associated theoretical calcula-
tions.15

Experimental Section

Guided Ion Beam Mass Spectrometer.The experiments
were performed with a guided-ion beam mass spectrometer
(GIBMS), which has been described in detail previously.16,17

Briefly, M+ (M ) Fe, Co) ions are formed in a dc discharge
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TABLE 1: Bond Dissociation Energies at 0 K

species D0 (eV) species D0 (eV)

CO 11.109 (0.005)a CS 7.37 (0.04)b

SC-O 6.88 (0.04)c OC-S 3.140 (0.005)c

CS2 4.50 (0.04)b,c

FeO+ 3.47 (0.06)d FeS+ 3.08 (0.04)e

CoO+ 3.25 (0.05)d CoS+ 2.95 (0.09)f

FeC+ 4.08 (0.30)g CoC+ 3.60 (0.30)h

Fe+-CO 1.36 (0.08)i Fe+-CS 2.40 (0.12)e

Co+-CO 1.80 (0.07)j Co+-CS 2.68 (0.34)f

a NIST-JANAF Thermochemical Tables, Fourth Edition; Chase, M.
W. Ed.; J. Phys. Chem. Ref. Data, Monograph No. 9; American
Chemical Society; 1998.b Prinslow, D. A.; Armentrout, P. B.J. Chem.
Phys. 1991, 94, 3563.c Pedley, J. B.; Naylor, R. D.; Kirby, S. P.
Thermochemical Data of Organic Compounds; Chapman and Hall:
London, 1986. Corrected to 0 K using H° - H° (298.15) values taken
from the reference in footnotea. d refs 34, 39, and 40.e ref 13. f This
work. g ref 31. h ref 32. i refs 45 and 46.j ref 47.
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flow tube (DC/FT) source, in which energetic Ar+ ions sputter
M+ ions from a negatively charged (-1.5 to -2 kV) cathode
comprising the metal to be studied. The ions formed in the
source are then swept through a meter-long flow tube containing
a 10% argon in helium buffer gas, at a total pressure of 0.7-1
Torr. The ions undergo∼105 collisions with the buffer gas as
they traverse the flow tube, which helps to cool the ions to room
temperature. However, it has been shown that helium is not
always effective at quenching the excited electronic states of
transition-metal ions.8-10,13,18-20 Therefore, small amounts
(40 mTorr or less) of methane cooling gas are added to the
flow tube. Previous studies have demonstrated that methane
quenches the electronic states of Fe+ and Co+ such that average
electronic energies of the reactant ions are less than 0.03 eV.19,20

No explicit contribution of such electronic excitation is included
in the analyses below, but the final threshold values cited include
this energy as part of their uncertainties.

Ions produced in the source are accelerated and passed
through a magnetic sector for mass selection. The mass-selected
ion beam is then focused into the entrance of a radio frequency
(rf) octopole ion guide,21 whose dc potential with respect to
the ion source determines the kinetic energy of the ion beam.
The rf potential on the octopole rods radially confines the ions
and guides them through a gas cell, where a neutral reactant is
introduced at pressures low enough (0.05-0.2 mTorr) to ensure
single collision conditions. Both product and unreacted primary
ions are extracted from the octopole and passed through a
quadrupole for mass analysis. Finally, ions are detected with a
secondary-electron scintillation ion detector and counted using
standard pulse-counting techniques. This process is repeated at
different collision energies simply by adjusting the dc octopole
potential with respect to the ion source. Conversion of the raw
ion intensities into cross sections and the calibration of the
absolute energy scale are treated as described previously.16 The
accuracy of the product cross-section magnitudes is estimated
to be( 20%, and the uncertainty in the absolute energy scale
is ( 0.05 eV (lab). Laboratory energies are converted to energies
in the center-of-mass frame usingECM ) Elab × M/(M + m),
whereM andmare the masses of the neutral and ionic reactants,
respectively. This procedure accounts for conserving the
momentum of the center-of-mass of the collision pair through
the laboratory. Consequently, some of the laboratory energy is
not available to the system to induce chemical change.

Energy thresholds for product formation at zero Kelvin,E0,
are obtained by modeling the cross sections using eq 1

whereσ0 is an energy-independent scaling factor, andE is the
relative kinetic energy.E0, n, andm are treated as adjustable
fitting parameters. The summation is over the rovibrational states
of the neutral reactant having energiesEi and populationsgi

(Σgi ) 1). Before comparison to the data, eq 1 is convoluted
over the kinetic energy distributions of both reactants. Because
the convoluted form of eq 1 explicitly accounts for all of the
energy available to the reaction, the optimized value ofE0 is
interpreted as the threshold energy at zero Kelvin. Uncertainties
in the values ofE0 obtained using eq 1 are derived from the
range of fitting parameters that yield acceptable fits coupled
with the uncertainties in the absolute energy scale and electronic
energies of the reactant ions.

The parameterm is typically held at unity;22,23 however, a
value of m ) 1.5 may be appropriate for spin-forbidden
processes.10 In the present work, some of the reactions are spin-
forbidden, as discussed below. However, we have found

previously in Cr+/CS2 and Mn+/CS2 reaction systems12 that the
choice ofmneed not have a large effect on the threshold energy,
primarily because the adjustable parametern compensates for
variations inm. Our analysis of the present data yields a similar
conclusion. Hence, we report only analyses form ) 1 and
increase the uncertainty accordingly.

Results

Reaction of Fe+ with CS2. As noted in our previous work,13

the main products observed in the reaction of Fe+ with CS2 are
FeS+ and [Fe,C,S]+, formed in reactions 2 and 3, respectively.
The square brackets around the [Fe,C,S]+ species indicate that
the connectivity of the Fe, C, and S atoms is not specified

Previously, we showed the cross sections for the products, FeS+,
[Fe,C,S]+, and CS2+, up to only 6 eV and limited the discussion
to threshold analyses of the two major products.13 Here, we
report these cross sections over a more extended energy range,
Figure 1, as obtained using Fe+ produced in the DC/FT ion
source (with methane cooling).

The FeS+ cross section rises from a threshold near 1.5 eV
and continues to rise smoothly until the competitive onset of
the [Fe,C,S]+ channel around 2.5 eV. Above 2.5 eV, the FeS+

cross section rises more slowly because a fraction of the reactive
collisions are diverted into the additional reaction pathway
associated with [Fe,C,S]+ formation. The lowest-energy thresh-
old of this channel is assigned to the formation of the Fe+-CS
isomer, in which Fe+ is bound to an intact CS ligand at the
carbon end.24,25 Analysis of the FeS+ and [Fe,C,S]+ cross

σ(E) ) σ0 Σgi (E + Ei - E0)
n/Em (1)

Figure 1. Product cross sections for the formation of FeS+ (open
circles), FeCS+ (closed squares), CS2

+ (closed circles), and FeC+ (open
triangles) in the reaction of Fe+ + CS2 as a function of kinetic energy
in the center-of-mass (lower axis) and the laboratory (upper axis)
frames. The bond dissociation energy of CS2 (4.50 eV) is marked by
the vertical broken line.

Fe+ + CS2 f FeS+ + CS (2)

f [Fe,C,S]+ + S (3)

f CS2
+ + Fe (4)

f FeC+ + S2 (5)

f FeC+ + 2S (6)
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sections using eq 1 yields thresholds of 1.44( 0.06 and 2.35
( 0.12 eV, respectively (Table 2).

Near 4.5 eV, the [Fe,C,S]+ cross section levels out, and the
FeS+ cross section begins to decline. This behavior agrees nicely
with the onset of product dissociation according to reaction 7,
which has a thermodynamic threshold of 4.50( 0.04 eV (Table
1).

At slightly higher energies (starting near 5-6 eV), the [Fe,C,S]+

cross section exhibits a second endothermic feature that is poorly
resolved from the first. This feature could arise from formation
of an excited electronic state of Fe+-CS or from formation of
the metal-inserted C-Fe+-S isomer. The latter assignment is
supported by the observation that a second endothermic feature
in the FeS+ cross section rises near the decline of the [Fe,C,S]+

channel. This correlation suggests that [Fe,C,S]+ is the precursor
for FeS+ at higher energies, consistent with cleaving the
SFe+-C bond of the metal-inserted isomer to yield FeS+ with
isolated C and S atoms according to reaction 8.

The thermodynamic threshold of 8.8( 0.1 eV for reaction 8
(derived from the thermochemistry in Table 1) is reasonably
consistent with the FeS+ cross section (Figure 1), which exhibits
a second feature that becomes obvious starting at about 9.5 eV.
Additionally, previous studies of the M+ + CS2 reaction (M)
V,10 Cr,12 and Mn12) are consistent with the formation of a
C-M+-S species at elevated kinetic energies. Despite the
arguments supporting the assignment of the second feature of
the [Fe,C,S]+ cross section to the formation of the C-Fe+-S
isomer, we cannot definitively exclude the possibility that the
formation of an excited state of the Fe+-CS species or yet
another isomer, e.g., Fe+-SC, is responsible for the observed
bimodal behavior.

The FeS+ cross section declines again starting near 12 eV,
in good agreement with the thermodynamic threshold of
11.87 ( 0.06 eV (Table 1) for complete atomization of CS2

according to reaction 9.

CS2
+, formed in the charge-transfer reaction 4, is observed as

a minor product. The apparent threshold of∼2.5 eV is
approximately consistent with the relative ionization energies
of Fe (IE) 7.9024( 0.0001 eV)26 and CS2 (IE ) 10.0685(
0.0020 eV).27 The decline in the CS2+ product above 9 eV is
probably an artifact because this charge-exchange product should
have little forward velocity in the laboratory frame such that
collection of this ion at high energies may not be efficient.
Additionally, minor amounts of FeC+ with a threshold of 3.6
( 0.4 eV are also observed. Formation of FeC+ at these energies
must be associated with reaction 5, but only reaches a maximum
cross section of 0.01 Å2. At higher energies, this product cross

section increases starting near 8 eV and reaches a maximum of
about 0.1 Å2. The high-energy feature is assigned to reaction 6
as verified by the good agreement with the calculated threshold
for reaction 6 of 7.8( 0.3 eV (Table 1).

Reaction of Co+ with CS2. The product cross sections
observed in the reaction of Co+ with CS2 are shown in Figure
2. A comparison of the iron and cobalt systems reveals many
similarities, such as competition between the two main products,
cross sections that peak at 4.5 eV, and a second feature in the
CoS+ cross section that correlates with a decline in the
[Co,C,S]+ cross section. These features can be explained by
the analogues of reactions 2-9 for Co+. Let us therefore focus
on the differences observed between M) Fe and Co.

Analysis of the CoS+ cross section using eq 1 yields a
threshold of 1.65( 0.11 eV, slightly higher than the threshold
of 1.44( 0.06 eV observed for FeS+ (Table 2). However, the
CoS+ cross section rises more rapidly than that of FeS+, thereby
reaching its maximum cross section at lower energies, which
indicates that CoS+ formation proceeds more efficiently than
FeS+ formation.22,28 The difference in slope is evident by
inspection of Figures 1 and 2, but also in the optimized values
of the fitting parametern, which determines the steepness of
the fitting model. For the FeS+ cross section,n is found to be
1.8 ( 0.1, whereasn ) 1.2 ( 0.2 provides the best fit for the
CoS+ cross section (Table 2). Higher values ofn correspond to
cross sections that rise slowly, which suggests that there are
kinetic restrictions along the reaction coordinate in the iron
system but not in the cobalt system.

Another difference between the Fe+/CS2 and the Co+/CS2

systems concerns the behavior of the [M,C,S]+ channels. The
magnitude of the [M,C,S]+ channel relative to that of the MS+

cross section is somewhat larger in the cobalt system. This is
partially a consequence of the relatively lower threshold for the
[M,C,S]+ channel in the cobalt compared to the iron system,
Table 2. Further, although the [Fe,C,S]+ cross section shows
evidence of two poorly resolved features of comparable
magnitude, the [Co,C,S]+ species does not exhibit obvious
bimodal behavior. We believe this is a consequence of the larger
[Co,C,S]+ cross section, which obscures the threshold region
for the second feature. Nevertheless, after declining from a peak

TABLE 2: Optimized Parameters of eq 1

reaction σ0 E0 (eV) n

Fe+ + CS2 f FeS+ + CS 2.5 (0.4) 1.44 (0.06) 1.8 (0.1)
f FeCS+ + S 0.56 (0.13) 2.35 (0.12) 2.4 (0.2)

Fe+ + COSf FeS+ + CO 2.2 (0.3) 1.16 (0.14) 1.4 (0.2)
Co+ + CS2 f CoS+ + CS 8.2 (1.1) 1.65 (0.11) 1.2 (0.2)

f CoCS+ + S 1.7 (0.5) 1.98 (0.17) 1.6 (0.4)
Co+ + COSf CoS+ + CO 5.2 (0.4) 0.16 (0.05) 0.2 (0.1)

Figure 2. Product cross sections for the formation of CoS+ (open
circles) and CoCS+ (closed squares) in the reaction of Co+ + CS2 as
a function of kinetic energy in the center-of-mass (lower axis) and the
laboratory (upper axis) frames. The bond dissociation energy of CS2

(4.50 eV) is marked by the vertical broken line.

Fe+ + CS2 f Fe+ + S + CS (7)

Fe+ + CS2 f FeS+ + C + S (8)

Fe+ + CS2 f Fe+ + C + 2S (9)
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near 4.5 eV, the [Co,C,S]+ cross section remains relatively flat
over an extended energy range above 7 eV, suggesting that a
second feature contributes to the high-energy tail of the
[Co,C,S]+ channel.

It is worth commenting on the failure to observe either CS2
+

or CoC+ in reactions of Co+/CS2 analogous to processes 4-6.
Neither of these products was monitored in detail because they
were not evident in an initial survey of possible products. This
seems reasonable for CoC+, which in analogy to the Fe+/CS2

system, is likely to have a very small cross section. However,
it is unlikely that the CS2+ charge transfer product was
inadvertently missed if its cross section is comparable to that
observed in the Fe+/CS2 system. An explanation for the failure
to observe this product is discussed below.

Reactions with COS.The product cross sections observed
in the reactions of Fe+ and Co+ with COS are shown in Figures
3 and 4, respectively. One of the most pronounced differences
between the CS2 and COS systems is the behavior of the MS+

channel. The C-S bond energy in COS is lower than in CS2

(by 1.36 eV, Table 1), which shifts the thresholds of the MS+

cross sections to lower energies in the reactions with COS. From
the measured thresholds in the CS2 systems, we calculate that
the thresholds for reactions 10 and 11,

should appear at 0.08( 0.09 and 0.27( 0.11 eV, respectively.
Using eq 1, the threshold of reaction 11 is determined to be
0.16 ( 0.05 eV. This value is in reasonable agreement with
the thermochemistry derived from the CS2 reaction. The cross
section for FeS+ formation according to reaction 10 exhibits
no obvious threshold, consistent with an approximately ther-
moneutral process. Indeed, our cross section for this process
can be converted16 to a rate constant of (3.5( 0.7) × 10-10

cm3 molecule-1 s-1, which compares favorably to a previous
ion cyclotron resonance (ICR) measurement of the room-
temperature rate constant, (2.6( 1.1)× 10-10 cm3 molecule-1

s-1.13 In addition, equilibrium at room temperature was estab-

lished for reaction 10, and the equilibrium constant was
converted to an endothermicity of 0.06( 0.04 eV for reaction
10. An interesting aspect of this process is that the products of
reaction 10 have twice as many rotations as the reactants, such
that entropic effects lead to exoergic behavior for reaction 10
at room temperature. The temperature of the COS reactant in
our experiments is∼300 K, so exoergic behavior is also
expected in our experiments.

The FeS+ cross section exhibits a distinct endothermic feature
near 1.5 eV, indicating that an additional pathway for FeS+

formation has become available. The CoS+ cross section also
shows an endothermic feature in this region, but it is not as
pronounced. The onset of a higher-energy pathway for FeS+

formation must be attributed either to the formation of a different
set of neutral products, the formation of electronically excited
product states, or a new pathway to the ground-state products
that proceeds over a barrier. The threshold for forming FeS+

along with isolated C and O atoms according to reaction 12,

is calculated to be 11.17( 0.04 eV (Table 1), much too high
to account for the observed behavior. Formation of the first
excited state of CO requires 6.04 eV,29 making its formation
energetically inaccessible as well.

We next consider whether the second feature in the FeS+

cross section can be attributed to formation of electronically
excited FeS+. The threshold of the second feature is estimated
by subtracting a power law fit of the low-energy feature from
the data and modeling the remainder using eq 1. This process
is somewhat speculative, because the exact energy dependence
of the low-energy process above 1 eV is unknown. Nevertheless,
a range of reasonable behaviors for the low-energy feature can
be subtracted from the data to establish several approximations
of the isolated higher-energy process. Using this approach, we
analyze the high-energy feature using eq 1 to obtain a threshold
of 1.16( 0.14 eV. According to Table 1, the thermodynamic
threshold for FeS+(6Σ+) formation in reaction 10 is 0.06( 0.04
eV. Thus, the adiabatic excitation energy from the FeS+(6Σ+)
state to the purported excited state of FeS+ amounts to 1.10(

Figure 3. Product cross sections for the formation of FeS+ (open
circles), FeCO+ (closed squares), FeO+ (open squares), and FeC+ (open
triangles) in the reaction of Fe+ + COS as a function of kinetic energy
in the center-of-mass (lower axis) and the laboratory (upper axis)
frames. The bond dissociation energy of OC-S (3.14 eV) is marked
by the vertical broken line.

Figure 4. Product cross sections for the formation of CoS+ (open
circles), CoCO+ (closed squares), CoO+ (open squares), CoCS+ (closed
circles) and CoC+ (open triangles) in the reaction of Co+ + COS as a
function of kinetic energy in the center-of-mass (lower axis) and the
laboratory (upper axis) frames. The bond dissociation energy of OC-S
(3.14 eV) is marked by the vertical broken line.

Fe+ + COSf FeS+ + C + O (12)

Fe+ + COSf FeS+ + CO (10)

Co+ + COSf CoS+ + CO (11)

Reactions of Fe+ and Co+ with CS2 and COS J. Phys. Chem. A, Vol. 105, No. 37, 20018459



0.15 eV. To examine what states might be responsible for this
feature, we rely on calculations of Harvey et al. performed at
the averaged coupled-pair functional (ACPF) level of theory
where only the valence electrons were correlated.30 These
calculations obtain a6Σ+ ground-state having a bond energy of
2.83 eV, 0.25 eV lower in energy than our experimental
value. Excited states include4Π and 4Φ states, both having
1σ22σ21π41δ33σ12π1 configurations, that lie 0.34 and
0.37 eV above the6Σ+ ground state. Two4∆ states, having
1σ22σ21π41δ33σ02π2 and 1σ22σ21π41δ23σ12π2 configurations,
are close in energy with the latter lying 0.75 eV above the
ground state. Another4Π state having a 1σ22σ21π41δ23σ22π1

configuration should also exist, but was not included in the
calculations. None of these excitation energies agrees particu-
larly well with the measured energy difference between the two
features in the FeS+ cross section. Moreover, any assignment
of the high-energy feature to one of the quartet states of FeS+

leaves it unclear why other quartet states would not be observed
experimentally. Therefore, we consider occurrence of a second
pathway to formation of ground-state products to be a more
likely explanation for the second feature. The plausibility of
this assignment as a pathway involving only a sextet surface is
discussed further below.

In addition to the formation of the MS+ species, many other
product channels are observed in the M+ + COS reactions. At
low energies, MS+ and MCO+ are observed, analogous to the
formations of MS+ and MCS+ in the reactions with CS2. This
behavior is consistent with insertion of M+ into the OC-S bond
to form the OC-M+-S intermediate (although direct S atom
abstraction from COS could also contribute to the observed MS+

cross sections). Note that both MCO+ cross sections begin to
decline at the bond energy of OC-S, indicating the opening of
the decomposition channel M+ + CO + S. At higher energies,
the much stronger SC-O bond may be activated to form the
SC-M+-O intermediate. Decomposition of this intermediate
leads to the formation of MO+ and MCS+. Unfortunately, the
FeCS+ channel was not monitored in the Fe+/COS system,
because this product was not evident in an initial survey of
possible products. Given the similarities between the other cross
sections in the Co+/COS and Fe+/COS systems, it seems likely
that the FeCS+ species is formed in the reaction with COS.
However, on the basis of the differences in the MCS+ cross
sections observed in the CS2 systems, we anticipate that the
FeCS+ cross section is probably smaller than that shown for
CoCS+ in Figure 4, consistent with our failure to observe FeCS+

in our initial product survey. As shown in Figures 3 and 4, the
magnitudes of the MS+ and MCO+ cross sections are larger
than those of the MO+ and MCS+ cross sections at energies
below 15 eV. Clearly, activation of the weaker OC-S bond is
preferred over SC-O activation at lower energies. This differ-
ence in bond strength is also responsible in part for the
observation that the MS+ and MCO+ channels appear at lower
energies than the MO+ and MCS+ products.

Beginning near 11 eV in both systems, the formation of MC+

is observed. Given the MC+ bond energies in Table 1,31,32 the
observed thresholds are consistent with the formation of MC+

+ O + S, which are calculated to begin at 10.17( 0.30 and
10.65( 0.30 eV for M) Fe and Co, respectively. Thus, these
products could arise from dissociation of either the MCO+ or
MCS+ species. Although the energetic requirements for MC+

formation are the same for both precursors, Figure 4 shows that
the rise of the CoC+ channel appears correlated predominantly
with the decline of the CoCS+ channel. Considering the relative
bond strengths in these species, it is not surprising that MCS+

might decompose more readily to MC+ than MCO+ does. To
form MC+ from MCX+ (X ) O, S), the C-X bond must be
ruptured while leaving the M+-C bond intact, a process that
appears to be easier when X) S because the C-O bond is
stronger than the C-S bond.

Finally, both the FeO+ and CoO+ channels exhibit two
endothermic features. The low energy thresholds for MO+

generation (Figures 3 and 4) are reasonably consistent with
reactions 13 and 14

which have thermodynamic thresholds of 3.41( 0.07 and 3.63
( 0.06 eV, respectively (calculated using information in Table
1). Note that the CoO+ cross section rises much more rapidly
from threshold compared to the FeO+ cross section, an
observation that is another example of a kinetic restriction
operative in the latter system.33,34

Formation of MO+ with isolated C and S atoms requires an
additional energy of 7.37( 0.04 eV) D(CS). Therefore, the
thermodynamic thresholds for reactions 15 and 16

are 10.78( 0.08 and 11.00( 0.07 eV, respectively. These
values are approximately consistent with the observed thresholds
of the second features in the MO+ cross sections. Hence, the
low-energy formations of MO+ are assigned to reactions 13 and
14 and the high-energy routes to reactions 15 and 16. The
dominance of the latter channels above about 15 eV may be
attributed to the fact that the MO+ bond energies are stronger
than the MS+ bond energies. However, the observation of such
products at very high energies suggests that they may be formed
in impulsive (stripping) collisions,35 which tend to leave
considerable amounts of energy in translation of the products,
thereby allowing stable molecular products. In addition, such
impulsive collisions favor transfer of light atoms (here, O vs
S).35

Thermochemistry. From the threshold of 1.44( 0.06 eV
(Table 2) for forming FeS+ in reaction 1, we calculateD0(Fe+-
S) ) 3.06( 0.07 eV. This value agrees well with the apparent
thermoneutral formation of the FeS+ species in the reaction with
COS, which implies thatD0(Fe+-S) is close in energy toD0-
(OC-S) ) 3.14 eV. Combined with the results of ion/molecule
equilibria studies,13 a final value ofD0(Fe+-S) ) 3.08( 0.04
eV is obtained (Table 1), one of the most precisely known
binding energies of a transition-metal compound.

The cross section for forming the CoS+ product in the CS2
system was analyzed using eq 1 yielding a threshold of 1.65(
0.11 eV, Table 2. Combined withD0(SC-S) ) 4.50 ( 0.04
eV, we determineD0(Co+-S) ) 2.85( 0.11 eV. An indepen-
dent measure ofD0(Co+-S) can be obtained by analysis of the
CoS+ cross section in the reaction with COS. The threshold
for this process is 0.16( 0.05 eV (Table 2), which leads to
D0(Co+-S) ) 2.98( 0.05 eV. The weighted average36 of the
CoS+ bond energies calculated from these two reactions results
in a final estimate ofD0(Co+-S) ) 2.95( 0.09 eV, where the
uncertainty is conservatively estimated as two standard devia-
tions of the mean.

From the respective thresholds of 2.35( 0.12 and 1.98(
0.17 eV associated with forming FeCS+ and CoCS+ in the

Fe+ + COSf FeO+ + CS (13)

Co+ + COSf CoO+ + CS (14)

Fe+ + COSf FeO+ + C + S (15)

Co+ + COSf CoO+ + C + S (16)
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reactions with CS2, we calculateD0(Fe+-CS) ) 2.15 ( 0.13
(reported in reference 13) andD0(Co+-CS)) 2.52( 0.18 eV.
Previously,13 we also determinedD0(Fe+-CS)) 2.40( 0.12
eV from the reaction FeS+ + CS2 f FeCS+ + S2 and explained
the discrepancy by noting that formation of FeCS+ (reaction 3)
has a higher threshold than FeS+ formation via reaction 2.
Because formation of FeS+ is the dominant pathway for reaction,
competition between these channels may cause the measured
threshold of the less efficient FeCS+ channel to be somewhat
elevated. It is possible that similar competition occurs in the
cobalt system, although any competitive shift should be less
than in the iron system because the thresholds for MS+ and
MCS+ formation are much closer together for Co+ (difference
of 0.33( 0.20 eV, Table 2) compared to Fe+ (0.91( 0.13 eV,
Table 2). In addition, reaction 3 and its cobalt analogue have
different electronic spin considerations, as discussed further
below, that could change the extent of competition in the iron
and cobalt systems. Nevertheless, the Co+-CS bond energy of
2.52( 0.18 eV is most conservatively viewed as a lower limit.
A reasonable upper limit comes by assuming that the competi-
tive shift in this threshold is no larger than in the iron system,
0.25 ( 0.18 eV, such thatD0(Co+-CS) e 2.77 ( 0.25 eV.
Combining the upper and lower limits gives a Co+-CS bond
energy that can be assigned as 2.68( 0.34 eV, where the
uncertainty spans the range of possible values.

Discussion

Thermochemistry of Metal Sulfide Cations.The 0 K metal-
sulfide cation bond energy for cobalt is derived here from the
reactions of Co+ with CS2 and COS as 2.95( 0.09 eV.
Similarly, guided ion beam studies combined with ICR results
reported previously13 lead toD0(Fe+-S) ) 3.08 ( 0.04 eV.
These values can be converted to 298 K values using frequency
calculations performed at the B3LYP/6-311+G* level which
find 463 cm-1 for FeS+ and 419 cm-1 for CoS+.8 In both cases,
the correction from 0 to 298 K is 0.03 eV giving 3.11( 0.04
and 2.98( 0.09 eV, respectively, as the 298 K bond energies.
These values are higher than previous determinations of these
bond energies using photodissociation: 2.81( 0.2237 and 2.65
( 0.2638 eV for FeS+ and 2.69( 0.22 eV37 for CoS+. The
ability to establish an equilibrium for reaction 10 and the
excellent agreement between the thermochemistry derived from
this equilibrium and the threshold for reaction 2 make it
unambiguous that the FeS+ bond energy is near that ofD(OC-
S)) 3.14 eV. Likewise, the cross section behavior for the CoS+

product formed in the Co+/COS system is inconsistent with a
threshold of 0.45( 0.22 eV, as derived from a 2.69( 0.22 eV
bond energy. Therefore, the photodissociation results must be
lower limits, which can be the result of (i) internally excited
ions, (ii) multiphoton processes, and/or (iii) the imperfect step
function of the cutoff filters used in these experiments.

The FeS+ bond energy is slightly larger than that of CoS+,
by 0.13( 0.10 eV (Table 1). A similar trend has been observed
for the oxides of these metals:D0(Fe+-O) ) 3.47( 0.0639,40

andD0(Co+-O) ) 3.25( 0.05 eV.34,40,41To understand these
differences, consider the valence molecular orbitals that arise
in these molecules using LCAO-MO theory. To a first ap-
proximation (considering only valence electrons), the 3s orbital
of sulfur (2s on oxygen) constitutes the 1σ orbital, the 4s and
3d orbitals on the metal combine with the 3p orbitals on sulfur
(2p on oxygen) to form 2σ and 1π bonding orbitals, 1δ and 3σ
nonbonding orbitals, and 2π and 4σ antibonding orbitals. The
ground states of FeS+ and FeO+ are found to be high-spin6Σ+

states with 1σ22σ21π41δ23σ12π2 electron configurations.8,30,42-44

Because the 1δ, 3σ, and 2π orbitals are close in energy, the
high-spin configuration is preferred in order to maximize the
electron exchange energy. The addition of another electron for
Co+ results in a 1σ22σ21π41δ33σ12π2 electron configuration and
a 5∆ ground state.43,44 Although the formal bond order is two
in both cases, the slightly weaker bond for Co vs Fe can be
rationalized by the loss of exchange energy associated with the
lower spin state.

Thermochemistry of Metal Thio-carbonyl Cations. The
observed trend in the relative bond strengths of FeCS+ and
CoCS+ (Table 1) is consistent with the previously measured
thermochemistry of the analogous carbonyl species.40,45-47 The
weaker Fe+-CX bonds can be explained by considering the
potential-energy surfaces for dissociation of the FeCX+ and
CoCX+ molecules (X) O, S). Because the3F ground state of
Co+ has a 3d8 configuration, the electron pair in the highest
occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of CX can be donated into
the empty 4s orbital of Co+, resulting in an attractive interaction
and a strong dative bond. The Co+(5F) first excited state,
however, has a 4s13d7 configuration, which leads to a more
repulsive interaction between Co+ and CX. Therefore, the
ground states of the CoCX+ species are certainly triplets48 and
correlate adiabatically and diabatically with the Co+(3F) + CX-
(1Σ+) ground-state product fragments. That is, dissociation of
CoCX+ occurs on a single potential energy surface.

Unlike CoCX+, FeCX+ molecules have more complicated
potential energy surfaces. Ground states of the FeCX+ species
are likely to be quartets, arising from the interaction of excited-
state Fe+(4F, 3d7) with CX(1Σ+).48 The 3d64s1 electron config-
uration of the Fe+(6D) ground-state results in less attractive
interactions with CX. Therefore, the lowest energy (adiabatic)
dissociation of FeCX+ involves a crossing from a quartet to a
sextet surface. If we calculate diabatic bond dissociation energies
(Dd) for FeCX+ on the quartet surface using the Fe+(4F) r Fe+-
(6D) excitation energy of 0.25 eV,26 we obtainDd(Fe+-CS))
2.65 ( 0.12 eV andDd(Fe+-CO) ) 1.61 ( 0.08 eV. These
values are now comparable to the values forD0(Co+-CS) )
2.68 ( 0.34 eV andD0(Co+-CO) ) 1.80 ( 0.07 eV.

Reaction Mechanism. The initial species formed in the
interaction of a metal ion with CS2 is a simple adduct, as
demonstrated in ab initio calculations of the V+/CS2 potential
energy surface.10 This is also consistent with the identification
of a symmetrically bound Co+(CS2) complex in the low
temperature, matrix isolation IR spectroscopy work of Zhou and
Andrews as well as their theoretical work on the isolated
complex.15 For processes 2, 3, and the cobalt analogues to occur,
the next step in these reactions must be insertion of the metal
cation into one of the C-S bonds to form S-M+-C-S
intermediates. Results of the analogous V+, Cr+, and Mn+

reactions with CS2 are consistent with the formation of a
S-M+-C-S intermediate,10,12 as are ab initio calculations of
the V+/CS2 potential energy surface.10 All of the observed
products can be formed by cleavage of specific bonds of this
intermediate. Thus, cleavages of the SM+-CS and S-MCS+

bonds lead to the low-energy formations of MS+ and MCS+

according to reactions 2 and 3 and the cobalt analogues,
respectively. Cleavage of the SMC+-S bond leads to the
inserted S-M+-C species, which can further decompose to
yield MS+. The small amount of FeC+ formed in reaction 6 of
the Fe+/CS2 system is also consistent with decomposition of
S-Fe+-C. If our assignment of the second feature to the metal-
inserted S-M+-C isomer is correct, our observations indicate
that the Fe+-CS and C-Fe+-S isomers are formed with
comparable efficiencies (judging by the magnitude of their
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respective cross sections), whereas the C-Co+-S isomer is
formed much less efficiently than Co+-CS. Note that the former
species is the likely precursor to CoC+ formation in the reaction
analogous to process 6, thereby providing a partial explanation
for the failure to observe CoC+ in the Co+/CS2 system.

Analogous mechanisms in the COS systems explain the
experimental observations. Here, insertion into the C-S bond
is more facile than in CS2 because the bond is weaker. However,
there is a substantially reduced probability of inserting into the
C-O bond to form the O-M+-C-S intermediate, because of
the large difference in the C-O and C-S bond energies. Thus,
MS+ and MCO+ dominate the products at low energies, whereas
MO+ and MCS+ are formed as minor products. At high
energies, formations of MO+ according to reactions 15 and 16
dominate, most likely because of impulsive behavior (see
above).

Differences in Reactivities. The FeS+ and CoS+ cross
sections illustrate an important distinction between thermody-
namics and kinetics. The FeS+ cross section rises from a slightly
lower threshold than CoS+ (Table 2), because of the stronger
FeS+ bond energy. Nevertheless, once it becomes energetically
accessible, the CoS+ cross section rises more rapidly than the
FeS+ cross section, apparently because it is less hindered. These
two effects compensate such that the overall magnitude of the
cross sections in the CS2 systems is comparable for both metal
ions. The COS systems also show notable differences in
reactivity. Figure 5 compares the cross sections for reactions
10 and 11 along with the collision cross section.49-51 It can be
seen that even though the efficiency of the iron reaction far
exceeds that for cobalt at the lowest energies, again a conse-
quence of the weaker CoS+ bond energy, the efficiency of
reaction 11 is higher at energies above about 0.5 eV. These
results are surprising because the formation of ground-state FeS+

in reactions 17 is spin-allowed, whereas the formation of ground-
state CoS+ in reactions 18 is spin-forbidden.

Some of the differences in the two metal systems can be

attributed to the ground-state configurations of Fe+(6D, 4s13d6)
and Co+(3F, 3d8). Occupation of the spherical 4s orbital in Fe+-
(6D) hinders the interaction between Fe+ and CXS, thereby
disfavoring the formation of the insertion intermediate, S-Fe+-
CX. Because the 4s orbital is empty in Co+(3F), there is no
such inhibition in the cobalt system. A related explanation
involves the spin state of the S-M+-CX intermediate, which
may be estimated by considering the interaction of MS+ with
the CS ligand. The FeS+(6Σ+, 1σ22σ21π41δ23σ12π2) and CoS+-
(5∆, 1σ22σ21π41δ33σ12π2) ground states have no low-lying
empty orbitals into which the electron pair on the CS ligand
can be donated. However, quartet states of FeS+ and triplet states
of CoS+ can have configurations with an empty orbital that can
accept the electron pair of the CS ligand. (For example, a 3σ or
2π electron can be excited to one of the 1δ orbitals to yield4∆
or 4Φ/Π states for FeS+ and 3Σ- or 3Π states for CoS+.)
Additionally, π-back-bonding from the electrons in the 2π
molecular orbitals of MS+ can strengthen the metal-to-carbon
interaction. Therefore, it is likely that the ground states of the
S-M+-CX intermediates are a quartet for iron and a triplet
for cobalt. For iron, forming the quartet intermediate from
ground-state reactants is spin-forbidden, whereas for cobalt, it
is spin-allowed. For both metals, formation of ground-state
products from the low-spin intermediate is spin-forbidden.
Therefore, even though the overall reaction 17 is spin-allowed,
it probably undergoes spin-inversion twice along the reaction
coordinate, and is essentiallydoublyspin-forbidden. These spin
constraints, combined with the more repulsive effects of the 4s
electron of Fe+(6D), probably account for the apparent kinetic
restrictions operative in reactions 17 compared to reactions 18
with X ) O and S.

Spin may also play a role in the relative efficiencies for
formation of MCS+ + S, which can be described by reactions
19 and 20 (X) S). We again presume that the reactions take
place via S-M+-CS intermediates of quartet and triplet spin,
respectively.

In contrast to reactions 18, reactions 20 are spin-allowed
throughout, such that competition between the MS+ and MCS+

channels in the CS2 systems is likely to be less important for
M ) Co than M) Fe. Support for this conclusion comes from
the significantly lower value ofn for reaction 20 compared to
19 (X ) S, Table 2). Accordingly, it is possible that the
threshold measured for reaction 20 is a reasonable measure of
the thermodynamic threshold rather than an upper limit;
notwithstanding, we conservatively keepD0(Co+-CS)) 2.68
( 0.34 eV as our best experimental value. In contrast, although
the overall reactions 19 are spin-allowed, the energetically
lowest pathway probably involves the S-M+-CS quartet
intermediate, making the process spin-forbidden in the first step
and therefore subject to the kinetic restrictions discussed above.

Another difference in the reactivities of Fe+ and Co+ with
CS2 involves the charge-transfer reaction, which occurs with a
reasonable cross section for iron, process 4, but is not observed
for cobalt. There are two interrelated effects that explain these
observations. For reaction of Fe+(6D, 4s13d6), removal of an
electron from CS2 can form the Fe(5D, 4s23d6) ground state in
a spin-allowed process. Therefore, charge transfer competes
favorably with the other kinetically restricted channels, reactions
2 and 3. In the cobalt system, addition of an electron to Co+-

Figure 5. Product cross sections for the formation of FeS+ (open
circles) and CoS+ (closed circles) in the reactions of M+ + COS as a
function of kinetic energy in the center-of-mass frame. The line is half
the Langevin-Gioumousis-Stevenson collision rate, ref 49. The bond
dissociation energy of OC-S (3.14 eV) is marked by the vertical broken
line.

Fe+ (6D) + CXS (1Σg
+) f FeCS+ (4Σ+) + X (3P) (19)

Co+ (3F) + CXS (1Σg
+) f CoCS+ (3∆) + X (3P) (20)

Fe+ (6D) + CXS (1Σg
+) f FeS+ (6Σ+) + CX (1Σ+) (17)

Co+ (3F) + CXS (1Σg
+) f CoS+ (5∆) + CX (1Σ+) (18)
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(3F, 3d8) cannot form the Co(4F, 4s23d7) ground state without
moving electrons around. The first one-electron charge-transfer
process that is available would form the Co(4F, 4s13d8) first
excited state, 0.43 eV higher in energy.26 Thus, single electron
transfer is energetically less favorable in the cobalt system and
competes with reactions that are more efficient than in the iron
system. Apparently, these factors make the charge-transfer
reaction between Co+ and CS2 inefficient enough that its cross
section is fairly small.

Multiple Pathways for Fe+/COS. The postulated quartet
intermediate for reaction of Fe+ with COS can now help explain
the observation of the second feature in the FeS+ cross section,
Figure 3. As noted above, this feature can neither be attributed
to formation of a different neutral product nor to excited states
of CO or FeS+. However, if the thermoneutral reaction proceeds
through an intermediate having quartet spin, the sextet reactants
must undergo spin inversion to reach this intermediate, and then
again to reach the FeS+ (6Σ+) ground-state products. At higher
energies, a sextet intermediate may be accessed, circumventing
both spin restrictions. This would result in increased reaction
efficiency and could lead to a distinct endothermic feature,
where the threshold corresponds to the height of the limiting
barrier along the sextet surface. A similar competition of a low-
energy pathway associated with two spin changes and a second,
spin-allowed route at elevated energies has also been suggested
to explain the observations in the reactions of FeS+ with H2.14

The presence of two pathways for production of FeS+ in the
COS system indicates that the low-energy part of the FeS+ cross
section observed in the Fe+/CS2 system might also consist of
two features. However, the threshold for forming FeS+ from
CS2 is higher in energy in comparison to COS. The higher
threshold in the CS2 reaction causes the formation of both FeS+

states to be endothermic, rendering them indistinct. Presumably,
the different energy dependences of the processes for FeS+

formation in the Fe+/COS reaction (one is approximately
thermoneutral, and the other is endothermic) contribute to their
being discernible from one another. In the cobalt system, the
metal ion reactant already has the same low-spin state as the
intermediate, such that there is no spin-allowed pathway to form
ground-state products starting from ground-state reactants, even
at higher energies. However, low-lying triplet states of CoS+

are expected to exist and could presumably be formed by spin-
allowed dissociation of the SCoCX+ intermediates. This may
explain the small features in the CoS+ cross section in the COS
system observed at slightly higher energies near 3 eV.

Summary

The kinetic-energy dependences of the reactions of Fe+ and
Co+ with CS2 and COS are examined using guided ion beam
mass spectrometry. The results of these reactions are consistent
with the initial formation of the metal-inserted X-M+-C-X
intermediate species (X) S, O). The FeCS+ cross section
observed in the Fe+/CS2 reaction exhibits two features that are
attributed to the formation of the Fe+-CS and S-Fe+-C
isomers that arise from different fragmentations of the S-Fe+-
C-S intermediate. In the M+ + COS reactions, the MS+ and
MCO+ products appear at lower energies and have larger cross
section magnitudes than the MO+ and MCS+ products, indicat-
ing that activation of the weaker C-S bond of the COS molecule
is preferred. It is anticipated that the X-M+-C-X intermedi-
ates are low-spin in both metal systems, such that formation of
ground-state MS+ and MO+ products requires two spin changes
for iron and only one for cobalt. This can explain differences
in the relative efficiencies observed in the two metal cation
systems.

The FeS+ cross section observed in the COS reaction exhibits
two features that are assigned to the formation of FeS+ along
two pathways. One of them involves two surface crossings and
the ground-state quartet SFeCO+ intermediate, whereas the other
proceeds entirely along a sextet surface. From the threshold of
the higher energy feature, we estimate the barrier along the sextet
surface to be 1.10( 0.15 eV relative to the reactants. A distinct
endothermic cross section feature probably arises because spin
is conserved, in contrast to the lower energy pathway that
requires crossing between sextet reactants to a proposed quartet
S-Fe+-CO intermediate and then back to sextet products.

Finally, from the thresholds associated with forming CoS+

and CoCS+, we determine 0 K bond energies ofD0(Co+-S) )
2.95 ( 0.09 andD0(Co+-CS) ) 2.68 ( 0.34 eV, which can
be compared with the previously reported values:D0(Fe+-S)
) 3.08 ( 0.04 andD0(Fe+-CS) ) 2.40 ( 0.12 eV.13
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